CHAPTER V
CLOSURE
A. Conclusion
Based on the findings of the reserach “The Students’ Perspectives Toward
The Letter Friendship Activity By Using E-mail In Writing Class At The Tenth Grade Of Sma
Banua Bilingual Boarding School” which was done through observation and interview, the
researcher gave the conclusion include:

1.

The students’ perspectives toward the letter friendship activity by using e-mail in
writing class.
Based on the results, the researcher considered that the students’ perspectives

mostly positive about the letter friendship activity by using e-mail in writing class.
The research found there 7 benefits and 2 difficulties according to the students’
perspectives. Benefits are as follow; giving much time to prepare the students writing texts,
giving the students to have new learning experiences, enabling the students to have a self
reflection, making students more interest with writing, minimizing lacks of grammar in
writing, encouraging the students to use technology in learning English, giving the students
opportunity to use e-mail to communicate the other people. The difficulties are time
consuming and technological deficiencies.
The benefits enabled students to approach this activity more participatively. And
difficulties gave the teacher ideas for reform the activity. The research gave us the belief of
positives perspectives and benefits for using technology in classroom.
Therefore, students enjoyed that experiencing new ways for learning in happy feeling ,
and also did not fearing and hesitating to making mistake on their letters.

B. Suggestions
Considering the conclusion above and result of the interview and observation,
would like to propose some suggestion, which would be useful for the English teacher, the
students and the next researcher.
1.

The English Teacher
The teacher should be aware of school facilities and time allocation for the activity so the

activity can reach the best results. And also the teacher should be know the students’ abilities
on using technology so that it can be mix with Englis letter writing.
2.

The students
The students should be more creative to write their letters and more carefull for

using the time the teacher gave. And also when the teacher was explaining about the activity,
the students should not make noisy, it will help the learning process.
3.

The Researcher
The result of this research is expected to be used as consideration or preview for

the next researcher in doing the same field of the reesearch with the different object of the
research.

